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ABSTRACT
Vehicular Adhoc Network (VANET) is an important and promising research field over the last few
years. Vehicles communicate with each other and to the Road Side Units (RSUs) for exchanging the safety
and non- safety messages. VANET type of communication is useful in the Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS). Despite its advantages, it is extremely vulnerable to various attacks at physical, medium
access control, network, and application layers. In this paper, a comprehensive review on the VANET
attacks is discussed and we have classified the attacks in VANET into four major categories as follows: (i)
False Identity based (ii) Message Disruption based (iii) Monitoring based and (iv) Trust exploitation
based. By observing the attack characteristics under the different categories, it is evident that a robust
trust and reputation system is imperative to detect the fraudulent messages and the malicious nodes.
Therefore, a comprehensive review on trust and reputation systems for VANET is discussed and
summarized in the paper. The solutions existing in literature are not suitable for real time due to dynamic
nature of VANET. Further, a framework based on trust and reputation system is proposed in this paper
to overcome the existing problems of VANET attacks based on the behavior and also mapped every attack
to the corresponding layer in the TCP/IP protocol stack.
Keywords: Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs), Security, Attacks, Trust, and Reputation.
Number: 10.14704/nq.2022.20.7.NQ33432
1. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular Adhoc NETworks (VANETs) was
designed to establish an efficient communication
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between vehicles and from vehicles to Road Side
Units (RSUs) [1]. Besides, VANETs provide safety
on the road, eases driving experiences, and
improves the overall traffic efficiency. Different
www.neuroquantology.com
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from the conventional wireless networks, one of
the unique properties of the VANET is the high
mobility resulting in frequent network topology
changes. VANET is a special type of distributed
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. Nodes could join or
disjoin the network anytime and anywhere. Due
to the high mobility, neighbor nodes in the
network change rapidly over time. As a result,
VANET is an ephemeral network that creates
multiple message exchanges difficult among the
nodes. The ephemeral property also brings a big
challenge to form the vehicle clustering in the
vehicular
networks.
Consequently,
communication and computation overhead are
the major issues for the applications in VANET.
The density of vehicles is high in urban areas. The
high-density scenario further challenges the
communication overhead in VANET. The
centralized solutions for conventional networks
are not suitable for VANET, that are large-scale
distributed environments.
VANET consists of vehicles, RSUs, evolved Node
B (eNBs), etc. The RSUs are based on Dedicated
Short-Range Communications (DSRC) and the
eNBs are based on the LTE-V network. In future,
more devices will connect to the VANET
environment due to the Internet of Vehicles
(IoVs) and the 5G technologies. On-Board Units
(OBU), embedded in the vehicles that enable the
communication with the RSUs and vehicles
within the transmission range. Vehicle-toEverything (V2E) is the ultimate goal of the
VANET communication consisting of Vehicle-toVehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I),
Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P), and Vehicle-toNetwork (V2N) communications. The V2V
communications are especially useful in rural
areas, where RSUs are found rarely. In V2V
communication, vehicles send the messages in a
single hop or multiple hops to the other vehicles
based on the DSRC technology. Similarly, the
messages are transmitted between vehicles
through the relay of eNBs or based on the deviceto-device (D2D) mechanisms of the LTE-V
technology. For V2I communications, vehicles
send messages to the nearest roadside
infrastructures (RSUs or eNBs) and vice-versa.
For example, the broadcast messages including
weather forecasts, GPS information, road
conditions, etc., are sent by the RSU or eNB.
The LTE-V and DSRC technologies are the
wireless access technologies supporting V2E
communication in VANET. Dedicated short-range
eISSN 1303-5150

communication is used as a means of
communication between the V2V and V2I. The
DSRC is referred as Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) protocol. The spectrum
allocation of the DSRC is 5.850-5.925 GHz in US
and 5.855-5.925 GHz in Europe. The DSRC
supports the speed of the vehicles up to 200 3520
km/h, the transmission range from 300 m to
1000 m, and the data rate from 6 to 27 Mbps.
DSRC delivers safety and non-safety messages
across the network through its service and
control channels. The examples of safety
messages are alert notices and post-crash
warning/notification [2]. The short-lived,
intermittent, and poor connections exist in low
vehicle traffic density environments. The design
of efficient routing protocols to support
intermittent and highly diverse vehicular
network topologies remains a challenge in this
context [3].
Safety is important because one altered message
causes harm to users in many ways. The
malicious node creates various types of attacks
directly and indirectly [4]. Cryptography and
digital signatures focus on verifiability,
credibility, and non-repudiation of messages by
nodes, with little emphasis on evaluating the
validity of messages in the VANETs. The
malicious nodes will either send unreliable
messages or collide with others to deceive the
honest nodes for the benefits. Trust management
plays a significant role in VANETs as each node
depends on the trust values of other nodes [5].
The computation of trust values varies for
different existing techniques in the literature.
Therefore, using trust management, there is a
high probability of malicious messages ignored
by the receiving vehicular nodes.
In general, Trust is a person's or something's
level of trust. In other words, a vehicle ‘X’ trusts
a vehicle ‘Y’ and agrees that the trusted vehicle ‘Y’
will behave or intend to act beneficially to ‘X’.
There are two important characteristics of the
"Trust" that must be considered while modeling
a trust as follows: (i) partially transitive and
(ii) trust oriented. For example, as per the first
characteristic, the node ‘A’ trusts node ‘B’ and
node ‘B’ trusts node ‘C’, i.e., A->B->C. But, it may
not be assumed that the ‘A’ trusts ‘C’. This is the
confidence recommendation knowledge base. ‘B’
recommends its knowledge of ‘C’ to ‘A’. If ‘A’
calculates the trust value of ‘C’ then ‘A’ will
www.neuroquantology.com
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consider the recommendation provided by ‘B’. As
per the second characteristic, ‘A’ may not trust ‘B’
to win in a swimming game if ‘B’ is well known
for its ability to run long distances. Therefore, a
model of trust often defines trust as confidence in
actions and trust in recommendations [6].
However, reputation is the opinion of one entity
about the other. It signifies the trustworthiness
of an entity. In VANET, trust is contextdependent, dynamic, and non-monotonic. In
general, trust establishment are categorized into
two as follows: (i) infrastructure aided trust
establishment
and
(ii)
self-organizing.
Infrastructure aided trust establishment is
further sub-classified into centralized and
distributed. It may be based on the certificates
from the central authority in the presence of RSU.
Similarly, self-organizing trust establishment is
further categorized into direct, hybrid, and
indirect. It may be based upon entity oriented
trust, data-oriented to trust, and combined trust
[7].
The performance metrics such as accuracy,
scalability, and resiliency play a vital role in the
design requirements of trust and reputation
models in VANET. The trust model is accurate
only if it differentiates the suspicious and normal
behavior of the vehicular node. The trust model
is scalable if the increase in the number of
vehicles in a specific region does not affect the
trust computation. In order to achieve resiliency
to security and privacy threats, a trust and
reputation model is to be designed with proper
considerations of all the active and passive
attacks in VANET. Irrespective of the various
mobility patterns depending upon the
environment, weather conditions, traffic, etc., a
robust trust and reputation model is to be
designed not assuming the specific mobility
patterns [8].



The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 discusses on the taxonomy of
the VANET attacks in VANET and its summary.
The existing trust and reputation systems built to
defend against the VANET attacks are explained
and summarized in Section 3 and Section 4
concludes the paper.
2.



We classified all the types of VANET attacks
based on the behavior of the attack. To the
best of our knowledge, the attack taxonomy
in VANET is not reported in the literature so
far.
We highlight the attack behavior and
compromised security goals with respect to
each attack in VANET. Also, we map every
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VANET ATTACKS

The VANET attacks are those which
endangers the lives of the commuters travelling
on the road. The safety and non-safety
applications of the VANET is to protect the
human life but the objective of the attacker is to
disrupt the entire communication channel and
create problems to the legitimate users and there
by attacking the entire vehicular network. After
meticulously understanding the behavior of
several attacks in VANET, it is classified into the
following four categories based on the
characteristics of attack on the entire
communication channel, delay in the message
transmission, disclosure of identity of vehicles in
the network, and disruption of trust among the
nodes [29]:
1.

False Identity Based - The malicious node
creates multiple false identities, false
certificates or false locations to launch these
attacks.

2.

Message disruption based - The genuine
messages are dropped/altered during the
end to end transmission by the malicious
node.

3.

Monitoring based - The malicious node
observes the pattern of messages between
peers.

4.

Trust exploitation based - The malicious
node exploits the trust between the peers.

The contributions in the paper are as follows:


attack to the corresponding layer in the
TCP/IP protocol stack. Each attack is
discussed individually and its behavior is
well explained in the figures.
We further contribute to this survey by
providing taxonomy of the trust and
reputation
based
models
as 3521
countermeasures existing in the literature.
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Fig. 1 – Taxonomy of VANET Attacks
2.1.

False Identity Based

a) Sybil attack
In Sybil attack, a malicious vehicle claims multiple identities either by forging the identities of legitimate
node or by creating new identities. Sybil attack affects the potential applications in VANETs by creating
an illusion of traffic congestion, disrupting the message forwarding process, etc. Further, Sybil node
injects false information in the network that results in severe consequences such as deaths from traffic
crashes, and kidnapping. A physical node claiming multiple identities is known as Sybil attacker node
(origin of attack) and the Sybil attacker node creates multiple false identities called as Sybil nodes. In
Figure 2, in the Sybil attack scenario, a node ‘A’ with a legitimate identity acts as the Sybil attacker (red
color) and creates multiple virtual Sybil nodes such as B, C, and D using forged or fabricated identities.
The virtual Sybil nodes have falsified positions either very close to the physical node (Sybil attacker) or
at various locations.
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Fig. 2 – Sybil Attack, DoS Attack, DDoS Attack, and GPS Spoofing Attack

Fig. 3 – Certificate Replication Attack, Key/Certificate Revocation Attack and Impersonation Attack
eISSN 1303-5150
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Fig. 4 – Blackhole Attack, Grayhole Attack, and Wormhole Attack

Fig. 5 – Timing Attack and Replay Attack
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Fig. 6 – Man_in_the_middle Attack
b) Denial of Service(DoS) Attack
The malicious node targets the victim network
interface by inundating inappropriate messages
on communication channel. The channel is
jammed such that the legitimate vehicles are
denied the service. In the Figure 2, the malicious
node (M) in red color floods a high rate of the
fraudulent messages to the legitimate node (N) in
green color. Therefore, node (N) could not resist
the incoming huge traffic due to limited
processing power and memory and thus the
communication channel is denied for the node.
c) Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack
In DoS, only one attacker and victim. In DDoS,
multiple attackers target the victim. Two or more
number of malicious nodes attack one legitimate
node or RSU concurrently disrupting the V2V and
V2I communication. In Figure 2, malicious nodes
(X and Y) in red color target the legitimate node
(L) in green color and the RSU. Hence, the
channel is disrupted.
d) Global Positioning System (GPS)
Spoofing attack
The malicious node sends the false GPS location
coordinates to deceive the legitimate nodes.
Therefore, the legitimate nodes believe their
positions and accordingly include as its
immediate neighbors in the routing table. In
eISSN 1303-5150

Figure 2, the malicious node (X) in red color
sends its false coordinates (position 1 and
position 2) to the neighbors and the RSU.
e) Spamming attack
The malicious node sends spam messages such
as inappropriate advertisements that consumes
the network bandwidth and increases the
packet collisions.
f) Impersonation attack
The malicious node changes its identity to a
legitimate vehicle in the communication range. If
it receives the message from the legitimate node,
the message is altered and forwarded to the
neighbor nodes. In Figure 3, the malicious node
(A) in red color uses an illegitimate certificate to
modify the message received from the legitimate
node (A) in green color. The modified message is
forwarded to the legitimate node (C) in green
color.
g)

Certificate replication attack

The malicious node uses fake IDs to serve as a
legitimate node. The malicious node uses the
mask as a valid certificate and does the malicious
activities. In Fig 3, the source is the legitimate
node (Z) in green color but illegitimate node (Y)
in red color generates fake identity and sends
messages to legitimate node (X) in green color
and performs malicious activities.
www.neuroquantology.com
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h) False Message Injection Attack
In this kind, false message injection takes place
by tampering of messages, altering of message
dissemination and session hijacking. And also in
this attack several malicious nodes have a similar
identity and so they are indistinct from one
another and the actions are controlled by the
attacker.
i) Illusion attack
The node of malice enters the network after
authentication, and places sensors, which creates
false information, causing accidental situations.
Due to this, the network bandwidth utilization
increases and the performance degrades.
j) Key or certificate revocation attack
This attack is aimed at creating uncertainty for
trusted authorities, especially in the event of any
dispute. Key or certificate revocation attack is
shown in fig.3, in this scenario, the malicious
node (F) in red color replicates many valid
certificates from the network and keeps
authenticated and does many destructive
activities, for example in the figure 3, the
legitimate node (E) green in color send message
to the illegitimate node (F) in red color which
does not forward the message to the another
legitimate node (X) in green color for the
particular instance.
2.2. Message Disruption Based
a) Blackhole attack
The malicious node receives the packet from the
network but it does not forward the packet to the
network. The node which is only forwarding the
messages to other nodes are acting as a router in
VANET, which inhibits an important message
from sending to the recipients. In Fig 4, the
malicious node (Y) in red color drops all the
packet received from the legitimate node(X) in
green color and thereby sending no message to
the legitimate node (Z) in green color.
b) Greyhole Attack
The attack is a variant of the Blackhole attack.
The malicious node forwards some of the packets
and drops some packets, without being tracked
by other legitimate nodes. In Fig. 4, the malicious
node (F) in red color receives message from the
legitimate node (E) green in color and forwards
some packets and drops some packets and
eISSN 1303-5150

thereby sending incomplete messages to the
legitimate nodes (G)and (H) in green color.
c) Wormhole attack
The compromised node utilizes the same
network to begin the private conversation, the 3526
malicious nodes enter two remote parts in
VANET by using an external communication
called a pipe. The legitimate nodes, which are far
away from each other, communicate as
neighbors. The two far away malicious nodes
create the private tunnel. The malicious nodes do
not show the true distances between them and
force certain nodes to pass through the tunnels
generated, the packet that is passing via the
network. In Fig, the two malicious nodes (A) and
(B) in red color which are far apart create a
private tunnel for doing malicious activity.
d) Sinkhole attack
The compromised node routes the traffic of
nearby nodes and modifies the messages before
forwarding it to other nodes. This attack leads to
other attacks such as Blackhole attack and
Greyhole attack.
e) Replay attack
The compromised node broadcasts forwarded
messages, to stop other nodes to take part in
communication by not sending the important
messages from the queue. Because of this replay
attack, the entire network degrades and the
replaying bandwidth is also increased. In Fig. 5,
the legitimate node (A) in green color is sending
accident ahead message at time t1, the malicious
node (B) in red color broadcasts the message that
the road is clear at time t2 to the legitimate node
(C)in green color.
f) Social attack
The compromised node transmits emotional
messages to legitimate users causing them to
infuriate. Because of this, driving behavior
changed and creating problems in the network
and also to the human life.
g) Timing attack
The compromised node increases time delay
while forwarding the safety and non-safety
application messages and this attack may happen
in vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure
communication and also attacks multiple nodes
www.neuroquantology.com
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by utilizing geo-cast and broadcast for message
dissemination. In Fig. 5, the malicious node(B) in
red color is receiving the message from the
legitimate node (A) in green color at time t1 as
accident ahead, it is sending after the timing
delay at time t2 (after the lane change) as the
road is a clear message to the legitimate node (C)
in green color
2.3. Monitoring Based
a) Snooping (traffic analysis) attack
The compromised node initially observes the
communicating peer’s pattern, when the need
arises it snoops the messages and uses the
personal messages for its use. Using the
information like location of the user, vehicle
identity and route travelled; this attack, attacks
the vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to
infrastructure communication.
b) Eavesdropping Attack
The malicious node uses the trial and
error method for stealing legitimate node's data
and passwords like personal information of the
peer’s. The attack is a time consuming one.
c) Man in the middle attack
Malicious node places in between two legitimate
nodes and access all the messages they are
communicating. After accessing a certain amount
of messages the malicious node sends illegal
messages. The two legitimate nodes are getting
the illusion that they are communicating
privately. Man in the middle attack is shown in
Fig. 6, in this, the illegitimate node (B) in red
color receives the legal messages from the
legitimate node (A) in green color and forwards
the illegal messages to the legitimate node (C) in
green color.
d) Home attack
The compromised node uses the IEEE 802.11p
for controlling legitimate nodes. The malicious
node injects malicious code to control the OBU,
Sensors and Electronic Control Unit of the

eISSN 1303-5150

vehicles and thus broadcasting fake messages
causing the serious performance degradation of
the entire network.
e) ID Disclosure attack
The malicious node sends the malicious code to
the legitimate node of its vicinity, to remotely 3527
observe the targeted vehicles pattern of
information and steals the location and ID of the
target vehicles causing the target vehicles to lose
the privacy information.
2.4. Trust Exploitation Based
a) White-washing attack
In White-washing attack, the malicious node
resets a bad reputation by rejoining the network
with a new identity. The malicious node behaves
maliciously for some time but mostly it is smart
enough to conceals itself by its fluctuating normal
and malicious behavior.
b) On-off attack
The compromised node alters its behavior to
remain undetected while the damage is caused.
The dynamic properties of the trust are exploited
by the attack through time-domain inconsistent
behaviors.
Malicious
node
will
act
opportunistically and breaches the network with
the goal of un-detecting its behavior. Hence, the
compromised node remains trusted even when
behaving badly.
c) Good/Bad Mouthing Attack
In the good/bad-mouthing attack, as for as the
recommendations
are
concerned,
the
compromised node provides deceptive advice to
frame parties and/or raise fraudulent peers’
confidence values. For an instance, when a group
of vehicles collide and enhance the reputation of
the peer’s by giving good feedback, the
compromised
node
could
bad-mouth
intentionally his rival party by sending bad
feedback.
The attacks and its compromised security goal,
and attacking behavior in VANET are
summarized in Table 1
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Table 1 – Summary of the attacks in VANET
Commun
i-cation
Type

V2V

Attack
Name

Attacking behavior

Layers in
TCP/IP
N T A
/ L p
w
p

Sybil
attack

M P
A h
C y

Forging the identities of genuine
vehicles (Impersonation)

✓
✓ ✓

-

-

Security
goal
compromise
d
3528
Authenticity,
NonRepudiation

V2V, V2I

DoS attack

Jamming the communication
channel.

✓ ✓ ✓

-

✓ Availability

V2V, V2I

DDoS
attack

Multiple malicious modes attack
the single node or RSU

✓ ✓ ✓

-

-

Availability

V2V

GPS
spoofing
attack

By using GPS simulators, the
malicious node controls the
vehicles' location by generating
stronger signals.

✓ - ✓

-

-

Availability,
Nonrepudiation

V2V, V2I

Spamming
attack

The node of malice irritates the
legitimate node by spreading the
spam messages.

-

- ✓

-

-

Authenticatio
n

V2V

Impersonat
ion attack

For its advantages, the node of
malice changes its ID.

-

- ✓

✓ -

Authenticatio
n

V2V

Certificate
replication
attack

The malicious node masks its own
identity, with the fake certificate
and broadcasts fake messages.

-

- ✓

✓ -

Authenticity

V2V, V2I

Message
tampering
Attack

Malicious node modifies the
information to disrupt the V2V
communication.

-

- X

-

-

Authenticity,
Availability,
Integrity

V2V

Bogus
informatio
n attack

Malicious nodes disseminate false
information.

-

- ✓

-

-

Authenticity,
Availability,
Integrity

V2V

Session
hijacking
Attack

After the session initiation, the
malicious node hijacks the session

-

✓ -

-

-

Confidentialit
y

V2V

Repudiatio
n attack

The malicious node creates a fake
certificate and controls the
legitimate nodes.

-

- ✓

-

-

Nonrepudiation

V2V

Illusion
attack

Malicious nodes get the
authentication and places sensors
that produce false information in
the network

✓ - ✓

-

-

Integrity

V2V

Key or
certificate
revocation
attack

Malicious node replicates many
certificates and keeps
authenticated.

✓ - ✓

-

-

Authenticity

eISSN 1303-5150
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V2V

Blackhole
attack

Malicious nodes create the forged
route

✓ - -

-

-

Availability

V2V, V2I

Greyhole
attack

A malicious node using the
selective forwarding forwards
some packets and drops some
packets.

✓ - -

-

-

Availability

V2V

Wormhole
attack

At least two nodes of malice create
a private tunnel.

✓ ✓ -

-

-

Availability

V2V

Sinkhole
attack

Malicious nodes route the traffic of
legitimate nodes and modify the
messages, and leads to black hole
attack or sinkhole attack

✓ - ✓

-

-

Availability

V2V

Replay
attack

The malicious node broadcasts a
message again and again which
are already forwarded to it.

✓ - ✓

-

-

Authenticity,
Availability,
Integrity

V2V

Social
attack

Malicious node emotionally
attacks by sending socially
emotional messages.

-

- ✓

-

-

Integrity

V2V, V2I

Timing
attack

Malicious node delays some time
to the original message to corrupt
the message transfer.

-

- ✓

-

-

Availability

V2V

Snooping
attack

The malicious node initially
observers the pattern of
communicating peers, when the
need arises it avoids, accesses, and
exploits communications for its
purpose.

-

- ✓

-

-

Confidentialit
y

V2V

Eavesdrop
ping Attack

Malicious node uses a hit & error
strategy to capture sensitive
information.

-

- ✓

-

-

Authenticity

V2V

Man in the
middle
attack

Eavesdrops communication
between nodes and injects fake
messages.

-

- ✓

-

-

Authenticity,
Integrity

V2V

Home
attack

Malicious node attacks through
the Internet that is used by the
legitimate node.

-

- ✓

-

-

Availability

V2V

ID
disclosure
attack

Malicious nodes send malicious
codes to legitimate nodes and
control them remotely.

-

- ✓

-

-

Authenticity

Not all these attacks are severe. But, some attacks
are indeed dangerous in such a way that it is a
threat to human life. By meticulously observing
the behavior of all these attacks, it is evident that
the node trusts the neighbor node's message and
action is taken based on that message. After
receiving a message, the following question is
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important and
environment:



challenges

in

a

VANET

Is it a genuine message?
Is it a message coming from a genuine node?

From these two questions, it is clear that strong
trust and reputation-based systems are
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necessary for the VANET environment to
circumvent all these attacks.
3. TRUST AND REPUTATION SYSTEM
The trust model allows nodes to differentiate
between trustworthy and untrustworthy nodes
or communications. This leads to a reduction in
the risk of nodes being misguided by other

malicious nodes. Because of the value of data and
its accuracy in VANETs, as well as the effect of
reliability on the quality of applications, this
study has carried out a systematic review of
current research aimed at and dynamic
reputation in VANETs that aim at managing trust
3530
and dynamic reputation in VANETs.

Table 2 - Summary of Trust and Dynamic Reputation Based VANET Systems
Sl.
No

Techniques used

Advantages

Drawbacks

1

Reputation-based
global
trust establishment scheme
[9]

According to the online
reputation status of the
network, it detects a malicious
node by the dynamic
threshold value

The architecture used is
infrastructure based(RMC) but it
is not supporting trust certificate
and trust recommendation

2

An improvement of greedy
perimeter stateless routing
protocol [10]

Inhibit the packet-discarding
and location-faking action of
the compromised node

Misbehaviors of internal nodes

3

Cryptographic primitive for
public
updating
of
reputation score based on
the Boneh–Boyen–Shacham
short
group
signature
scheme [11]

Enhancing efficiency and road
safety

Messages feedback the identity
of a vehicle

4

Robust
and
privacypreserving
reputation
management scheme [12]

Robustness against tactical
attacks and preservation of
privacy

A large number of certificates are
normally preloaded for each
vehicle that will be withdrawn in
a short time after use

5

Hashing technique and trust
values in VANETs [13]

To enhance the security
process (hashing technique)

Authentication process fails

6

Risk-aware
trust-based
architecture [14]

This
ensures
efficient
dissemination of safety and
infotainment messages

Assessing the confidence of
vehicles in different time slots
and not assessing the reliability
of vehicles during experiments.
So, it requires more number of
interactions and more density to
run

7

Trust-based framework for
reliable data delivery and
DoS defense [15]

Eliminates misbehaving nodes
and prevents DDoS attacks

It confirms the issue of reliability
but does not offer authentication
solutions

8

Game theory-based trust
model [16]

Defines the malicious nodes
and counter them

It is not focused on NLOS(NonLine Of Sight environments) to
measure the trust factor and also
the insider malicious nodes

9

Dynamic entity-centric trust
model based on weight [17]

The trust model will enhance
the reliability of the GPSR
routing protocol with some

Exchange the data among nodes
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delay and increase the data
transmission rate of success
10

Theory of evidence with the
fuzzy analyzer in VANET
trust management scheme
[18]

Improves vehicle safety

Many security vulnerabilities

11

Trust model with group
leader
based
communication [19]

Identification of risks, risk
assessment, and defining
approaches to mitigate them

Built-in protection and response
to prevent attacks

12

Fuzzy trust model [20]

Detects compromised nodes
and also overcomes data
instability and inaccuracy invehicle networks

It requires social connections to
validate
the
entities
trustworthiness that should last
for a long duration

13

Conditional distinguishable
pseudo identities scheme
[21]

Enhances
overcome
problem

The threshold authentication
method is used. Two signatures
on the same message by the
same signer should be linkable
by anyone

14

Hybrid mobility similarities
and trust management
scheme [22]

To improve
reliability

and

Frequent disconnections and
degradation of service quality
(QoS)

15

Vehicular
cyber-physical
system [23]

Improving vehicle safety and
driving safety and avoiding
malicious
attacks
and
disappointments

Static trust models cannot
effectively
create
the
relationship of trust between
moving vehicles and cannot
manage
repeated
vehicle
encounters
easily
and
dynamically

16

Trust-based
multicast
routing protocol [24]

To improve
efficiency

routing

More vulnerable to malicious
attacks

17

The secure and flexible
framework,
secure
linkability and contextaware trust management
scheme [25]

Flexible framework and secure
linkability

Trust management and privacy
protection

18

Attack resistant VANET
security algorithm [26]

To identify malicious data and
false nodes

Flawless packet exchange

19

Cognitive
[27]

VANETs

Safeguard the mechanism of
spectrum sensing and improve
the security of the method of
data transmission

The attack of joint spectrum
sensing and data transmission

20

An
improved
growing
hierarchical self-organizing
map
for intrusion
detection system [28]

Extracting separate features
from vehicle messages easily

Security measures
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efficiency
and
the
counting

security

the
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The formal method of trust management for the
nodes in MANETs is to set up misbehavior
detection systems such as the IntrusionDetection Systems (IDS) which monitor and
detect malicious behaviors of the neighbor
nodes. Then, the global reputation systems
managed by Trusted Authorities (TAs) are
established to gather the misbehavior reports
from all the network nodes and update the
reputation values of the nodes based on the
reports [30]. The nodes will apply different
security policies to other nodes based on their
global reputations. The higher the reputation is,
the more trustworthy a node is. The reputation
systems are associated with the authentication
systems. Once the reputation of a node is lower
than the level defined, the reputation systems
will send a report to the TAs of the Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) system. The legal node
identity will be removed from the certification
chain and moved to the Certificate Revocation
List(CRL).
The trust management mechanisms in the
VANET are different from the conventional
mechanisms due to the unique properties of the
VANET. The well-performed trust management
mechanisms in the MANETs cannot be simply
adopted to the VANET scenarios. The trust
management schemes in the VANET are
categorized as entity centered trust management
and data-centric trust management schemes. The
scheme could also be classified as local based and
RSU based trust management schemes. Fig. 7
shows the taxonomy of the trust management
schemes based on the entity and data-centric
type of categorization [31]. The vehicles are
referred to as nodes in the vehicular networks.
Individual means the trust management scheme
is for a single node and collective means multiple
nodes in cooperative ways. The behaviors of
nodes are judged by the misbehavior detection
systems. The systems will monitor the message
transmission frequency, message dropping rate,
and a message forwarding rate of nodes in
routing paths, evaluating the behaviors of the
nodes. For example, if a node bursts messages
within a short period, the IDS may infer, the node

eISSN 1303-5150

is malicious and untrustworthy that launches a
DoS attack.
The global reputation and revocation systems
are not suitable for VANET scenarios. First, due
to the ephemeral property, the malicious nodes
could accumulate reputations in one network
3532
and launch attacks in another. Second, the
centralized authorities of the global reputation
systems are not suitable for the distributed
environments of the VANET. The centralized
authorities may suffer from a single point of
failure issue. Besides, it is challenging to manage
the reputations of all the nodes in large-scale
networks. The efficiency distribution of the
reputation scores and access to the central
infrastructures in large-scale areas are the major
issues.
The local reputation and revocation systems are
designed for vehicular networks to better solve
the trust issues in the distributed environments.
The nodes will evaluate the trustworthiness of
neighbor nodes based on their experience and
interactions and take actions based on the local
evaluations. The experience is the information
collected from the advanced in-vehicle sensors.
The interactions are the data transmitted with
the neighbor nodes. Although the nodes manage
the reputations of others in the network on their
own without the help of any central authorities,
there are drawbacks in the local reputation
systems. First, the local reputation systems are
based on short-term interactions. Because of
lacking historical data, the reputation result may
be biased. Furthermore, the systems may have
poor performance in low-density environments.
Second, the local reputation and revocation
systems are valid for small scale areas a short
time because of the ephemeral property of the
VANET. To solve the problems further, the hybrid
solutions of the local and global reputation and
revocation systems could make up the
shortcomings of each other. However, the hybrid
solutions still have limitations in the ephemeral
networks. The entity-centric scheme evaluates
the trustworthiness of the nodes in the ad hoc
networks while data-centric trust management
schemes are designed to assess the
trustworthiness of messages [32].
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Fig. 7 - Taxonomy of trust management schemes
Plausibility check in the trust management
evaluates the data trustworthiness by verifying
the format, context, and coherence of messages
from a single-vehicle sender. The format of the
messages is defined by related standards such as
decentralized
environmental
notification
messages (DENMs). If the format of a message is
incorrect, the message will be assessed as
untrustworthy and dropped by the vehicle
receivers. Also, the receivers could check the
context of the messages by comparing the
similarity of two messages recently received to
avoid the replay attack. Moreover, they could
check the coherence of the messages based on
prediction models if applicable. For example, the
vehicle receivers could verify the current speed
status of the sender which is attached in the
message based on the historical speed
information previously received. However,
attackers could forge their speed information
based on the physical principles to avoid
detection. To further solve the data
trustworthiness issues, the vehicle receivers may
need to interact with their neighbors to check the
consistency of the messages.
The trustworthiness of an event is assessed
based on the consistency of the messages
regarding the same event received from multiple
vehicles. The messages sent from malicious
vehicles may be a forgery and untrustworthy.
Thus, the vehicle receivers derive the evidence
from the messages and combine them through a
special type of mechanism called decision logic
[33]. The decision logic mechanisms will infer the
trustworthiness of the event based on multiple
message sources and mitigate the influences of
eISSN 1303-5150

the bogus messages. The indirect trust
computation mechanisms in the VANET are
designed to compute the reputations of the
entities that are not in the communication ranges
of the vehicle receivers. The reputations are also
referred to as indirect trust. The conventional
trust computation schemes compute indirect
trust through a trust graph based on the trust
transitivity assumption.
TABLE 3 - Trust and Reputation-based
Models
Sl. No.

Model

1

Statistical [9]

2

Subjective model [10]

3

Collaborative [14] [15]

4

Behavior-based [13]

5

Game theory-based [16]

6

Clustering based [18] [21]

7

Probability-based [34]

8

Soft computing based [5] [19] [34] [40]
[41] [42]

9

Routing based [23] [25]

10

Entity based [17] [24] [33] [36]

11

Data-centric [32]

12

Heuristic-based [20]

13

Pervasive based [22]

14

RSU and Beacon based [7] [37] [38] [39]

15

Intrusion aware based [35]
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4 CONCLUSION
Trust management for secure network routing is
the most important, because of this
communication between V2V and V2I secure and
preserves privacy. So, it is needed to make
communication reliable. To assess the work
concern, it examines different techniques with
their new ideas and also briefly describes the
approaches to trust and dynamic reputation.
Confidence in propagation often maintains the
precision of transitive transmissions. Reputation
is also used to implement the data recovery
resolution protocol after the deletion of
previously stored data. The methods are defined
as direct and indirect trust used to assess the
confidentiality value of the node. Many methods
are used to encrypt secure communication via an
ad hoc network cluster, which separates clusterhead approaches in the small clusters and
guarantees confidence in cluster-based authority
for certificates. Fuzzy is used to distinguish
malicious and legal network nodes. It will aim to
provide uniform classification requirements for a
small area or for geographical details used to
assess the safety of individual vehicles in future.
Looking to the future, it is sensible to build a
lightweight trust model for VANETs that meets
all the desired properties of a trust model.
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